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Six Weeks, 92 Amazing Dives! 
Philippines & Palau dive epic
Earlier this year, client Michael Gallagher challenged us to put together ‘an epic 
dive trip to the Philippines and Palau’ ... and we were only too happy to oblige! 
In this article Michael describes the highlights of his diving adventures.

Afortunate change in personal 
circumstances earlier this year 
presented me with a six-week 

window which I could dedicate entirely to 
scuba diving. My challenge to Charlie at Dive 
Worldwide was to put together an epic dive 
trip to the Philippines and Palau, cramming 
in as much quality diving in these two 
regions as the time available would permit.

Of all of the possible dive locations, 
Tubbataha, Malapascua and Anilao in the 
Philippines and Palau appealed to me 

the most. But, logistically, it was always 
going to be difficult to combine these four 
different dive meccas within one fixed six-
week itinerary. International flights, internal 
flights, transfers, liveaboard availability, 
hotel availability, embarkation times, 
disembarkation times, decompression days 
and all the other details had to fit neatly 
together like pieces in a jigsaw puzzle.

Luckily for me, it was a task that Charlie 
applied himself to with great enthusiasm, 
patience, determination and expert 

knowledge. My excitement built as the 
outline of my itinerary started to take shape. 
Soon enough all the details had been 
planned meticulously, all the necessary 
bookings were confirmed and finalised, and 
I was on my way.

And what an epic dive trip it was! First the 
vast, pristine, remote reefs of Tubbataha, 
and the thresher sharks, frogfish and 
mating mandarinfish of Malapascua. Then 
the sharks, turtles and spawning bumphead 
parrotfish of Palau, and the myriad of quirky 
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A massive thank you for putting 
together such an awesome trip 

for me. Your responsiveness and 
attention to detail were much 

appreciated. I’m not sure where my 
next dive trip will be, but I’ll be talking 

to you about it first!

Michael G, Philippines

Welcome
We’ve given our seasonal brochure a bit of 
a makeover and packed it full of new trips 
and great ideas for diving adventures – we 
hope you like it and find plenty to inspire 
your next diving holiday. 

All of us dream about taking an extended 
break from the 9 to 5 and heading off 
across the world on our own personalised 
dive adventure. We were delighted to be 
able to make that dream a reality for client 
Michael Gallagher who describes his 92-
dive, six-week epic dive holiday opposite.

We’re excited to introduce a new diving 
location – Cabo Pulmo, Mexico. This 
UNESCO World Heritage Site boasts 
huge schools of fish, wrecks, sharks and 
humpback whales. Our portfolio of remote 
diving resorts in Indonesia continues to 
grow, plus we introduce expert led trips to 
the Azores and Philippines.

We’re taking bookings on some great 
liveaboards heading to bucket-list 
destinations, and find out how diving 
charity Deptherapy got on with a trip to 
Truk Lagoon. You can also catch up with 
our team’s latest adventures, plus regular 
features about new trip ideas, liveaboards, 
the best trips for single divers and seasonal 
underwater escapes! Dive in ... 

Dive Worldwide Team
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Our Diving Holidays
We offer exceptional tailor-made and 
small group liveaboard and resort-based 
dive holidays in over 190 destinations 
worldwide. Our holidays cater for 
beginners and experienced divers, specific 
interests such as muck, wreck, technical, 
underwater photography or particular 
marine life such as sharks and rays. With 
almost 20 years’ experience, our friendly 
Dive team includes highly experienced 
divers who keep up-to-date with new and 
exciting places to dive across the globe, and 
we take pleasure in hand picking the best 
diving and snorkelling experiences for you!

Cover: Juvenile sharpnose puffer, Simon Rogerson

critters of Anilao! There was not a single 
dive amongst the 92 dives I completed that 
failed to amaze and delight me.

Of course, there were all sorts of mishaps 
along the way – a burst BCD, a split high-
pressure hose, a broken dive computer, 
lightning strikes at Manila airport and 
lengthy flight delays amongst them – but 
Charlie’s planning proved to be flawless 
and the logistics ran perfectly throughout, 
allowing me to enjoy the most epic of  
dive trips.

The Philippines offers the diver jaw-dropping 
diversity, colourful reefs and island hopping 
adventures. It is also the gateway to Palau, 
Truk and Yap, renowned for mantas, sharks 
and exceptional wreck diving experiences. 

We specialise in tailor-made diving 
holidays. Contact our expert Dive team 
for help creating your very own dive 
adventure to the Philippines and Palau, 
or any other of our amazing diving 
destinations around the world.

Create your own epic  
tailor-made dive holiday

Lemon gobies, Michael Gallagher



Located in a protected bay, 
off-the-beaten-track, at the 
heart of the Coral Triangle, this 
unique resort is open throughout 
the year and offers exceptional 
diving opportunities in south 
Halmahera. Surrounded by 
pristine nature, this is a diver’s 
paradise. Both the beachfront 
villas and budget rooms have 
direct access to the sea (and a 
600-metre-long house reef) where 
an incredible diversity of marine 
life awaits the enthusiastic diver 

and snorkeller. Explore coral 
slopes and muck sites, expect 
a plethora of rare and unusual 
marine life from nudibranchs 
and pygmy seahorses to reef 
sharks, cetaceans and everything 
in between. Facilities include a 
swimming pool, restaurant and 
bar, dive centre with dedicated 
camera room and a spa. The 
remote location offers exploratory 
diving and exclusivity on dive sites, 
making this a very special place.

14 days from £3,275

Lying to the south-east of Bali, 
the islands of Nusa Lembongan, 
Ceningan and Penida offer divers 
of all abilities a fantastic array of 
dive sites along vibrant healthy 
reefs, amongst mangroves, 
around rugged outcrops and, 
most famously, as spectators at 
Manta Point, a cleaning station 
where majestic manta rays can  
be seen throughout the year.  
The other big draw is the chance 
of mola mola encounters in 
season, once the cooler  

currents begin to flow. In addition, 
expect to see turtles, sharks, 
schooling reef fish, moray eels, 
blue-spotted sting rays, puffer 
fish, schools of fusiliers and 
critters. For those who prefer 
to spend time away from the 
crowds in a low-key, laid-back 
environment, a week in Nusa 
Lembongan offers an incredible 
diving experience, time to 
recharge your batteries … and 
some world-class sunsets!

11 days from £1,345

Surrounded by palm-fringed 
beaches, limestone karst scenery, 
tropical jungle and pristine reefs, 
this small authentic Papuan diving 
resort offers intrepid visitors a 
magical Raja Ampat experience. 
Intimate and private, the ten 
over-water bungalows each sleep 
up to four and feature a large 
furnished terrace – a perfect 
place to relax whilst watching 
the sunset. Step off the jetty into 
the world’s richest seascape and 
discover the wonderful diversity, 

variety and colour of the 60+ 
local sites including The Passage, 
where bright corals, schooling 
barracuda, lionfish, angelfish, 
turtles and pygmy seahorses are 
among the many highlights.  
The friendly and homely 
atmosphere ensures you’ll not 
hesitate to return to this wonderful 
part of the world. Special 
seasonal rates are available for 
the under 30s, and snorkellers are 
also welcome. 

18 days from £6,425

The luxurious Maldives Blue 
Force One liveaboard operates 
weekly trips to the central atolls, 
a classic itinerary with plenty 
of reward including topside 
experiences. Highlights include 
manta ray and shark encounters 
by day and night. The ‘7 Atolls’ 
and ‘South Hemisphere’ 
expeditions operate seasonally, 
seeking exceptional pelagic 
encounters for adventurous 
divers. The trips include time 
at Gaafu Atoll, notorious for 

its high concentration of shark 
species, and Addu Atoll, whose 
highlights include mantas, the 
British Loyalty wreck – where 
you can see reef fish, turtles 
and trevally – and exciting night 
dives with bumphead parrotfish. 
The spacious boat features 11 
comfortable cabins with private 
facilities, including a jacuzzi in the 
master suites. Departures are on 
a Saturday, and up to 18 dives are 
offered during the week. 

10 days from £3,195

Sali Bay Resort, Indonesia  

BIG in Bali, Indonesia  

Raja 4 Divers, Indonesia  

Blue Force One, Maldives  

All holiday prices in this brochure are based on two persons sharing, including flights from the UK, accommodation,  
transfers and diving, except where specified. Prices correct at time of print (October 2018).

What’s Bubbling
As divers, we seek remote and pristine reefs, encounters with megafauna and unique experiences. Below 
we introduce our latest and greatest to whet your appetite for that next outstanding dive adventure.

Contact our Dive team to plan your next diving adventure4



Purpose built to accommodate 
groups of divers, this dive resort 
is small and intimate with modest 
facilities, and is in a great location.  
A single block features six 
apartments, and facilities include 
a swimming pool, lounge area 
and dive equipment storage 
areas. Expect a warm and friendly 
welcome from the British hosts 
‘living the dream’ in running their 
own dive centre in such close 
proximity to most of the world’s 
biggest underwater cave  

systems, their speciality. Daily 
diving is available to the ocean, in 
the Cenotes and to spectacular 
caves for recreational and  
technical divers. From novice 
through to instructor, a 
comprehensive range of training 
is available with multiple agencies, 
and snorkellers are also welcome. 
There are numerous activities for 
non-divers, and Tulum has much 
to offer besides its famous Mayan 
ruins and beaches. 

12 days from £2,175

The picturesque island of Santa 
Maria is the most south-easterly 
island in the Azores archipelago 
and larger pelagic species 
are commonly encountered 
around its waters. Join marine 
conservationist Danny Copeland 
and local experts in exploring 
unique dive sites including Baixa 
do Ambrósio, where seasonal 
encounters with devil rays 
are the order of the day. The 
week-long trip includes evening 
presentations, insights into 

research and the opportunity to 
take part as a Citizen Scientist 
alongside passionate marine 
conservationists encouraging 
you to help make a difference. 
Also, as part of the trip, a 
contribution goes towards Manta 
Catalog Azores, a scientific and 
conservation project focused on 
developing an understanding of 
the mobulid rays found in the 
Azores and eastern Atlantic.

Departs 12 Sep 2019
9 days from £1,895

Located on the south-eastern 
fringe of the Baja Peninsula, 
the small village of Cabo Pulmo 
made its mark by establishing a 
marine park in the 1990s – one 
that has become known as the 
most successful in the world, and 
which represents an incredible 
achievement by local fishermen. 
This UNESCO World Heritage Site 
is a remote and genuinely pristine 
marine environment. Divers can 
expect encounters with several 
species of shark, to dive the 

only living reef in western North 
America, and be enveloped by 
huge schools of bigeye trevally. 
Turtles and huge pods of dolphin 
are often seen, and humpback 
whales are seasonal visitors. From 
late 2018 the Nautilus Gallant 
Lady operates seasonal five-night 
liveaboard itineraries to Cabo 
Pulmo, which can be added 
to any Socorro trip, and other 
activities in Los Cabos, creating 
an unforgettable adventure. 

9 days from £2,245

Join renowned photographers 
and marine biologists Nick and 
Caroline Robertson-Brown 
on a unique adventure as they 
return to the Philippines. Staying 
at Magic Oceans, a boutique dive 
resort in Anda, the trip includes 
an unlimited dive package, 
photography workshops and 
evening presentations about the 
marine biology of this outstanding 
location, most famous for its 
macro subjects but also visited 
by larger marine species. Enjoy 

photographing pygmy seahorses, 
beautiful corals, rare nudibranchs 
and a wonderful variety of critters! 
Its excellent visibility and warm 
water make this an ideal location 
for a range of diving abilities. 
Interested in joining this exclusive 
expert led trip? Please register 
your interest with a member of the 
Dive team and further details will 
be sent to you as soon as they 
are available.

Departs 19 May 2020
11 days from £1,795 (land-only)

Underworld Tulum, Mexico  

Better the Devil You Know, Azores 

Cabo Pulmo, Mexico 

Magic Photo Experience, Philippines

We are continually adding new destinations, resorts and 
liveaboards to our expanding portfolio. To keep up-to-date,  
sign up to ‘What’s Bubbling’, our regular  
e-newsletter and follow us on social media.

For further details about our collection of new resorts and liveaboards please contact our expert Dive team.

NEW

EXPERT LED 

ADVENTURE

EXPERT LED 

ADVENTURE
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The whale shark is the largest fish in our oceans 
and one of the most sought-after by divers and 
snorkellers. Our whale shark trips take you to the 
world’s finest locations for encounters with these 
gentle giants. Below is a selection of our top trips 
and destinations for that elusive encounter.

Whale Shark Encounters

The Galápagos Islands play host 
to fantastic wildlife encounters 
both above and below the 
water. Liveaboards head to the 
Wolf and Darwin Islands, which 
attract huge whale sharks, 
schools of hammerhead, silky 
and Galápagos sharks, manta 
rays and much more. 17+ dives 
are offered, depending on your 
liveaboard itinerary, while land 
excursions are also scheduled 
on most trips.

10 days from £5,495
When to go: May-Nov

Christmas Island offers a unique 
diving experience. Each year at 
the beginning of the wet season 
(Oct/Nov) an estimated 43 million 
red crabs begin a spectacular 
migration from the forest to  
the coast to breed and release 
their eggs into the sea. It is no 
accident that the spawning of the 
red crab population coincides with 
the arrival of the whale sharks. 
Other highlights include unspoiled 
corals and spectacular drop-offs.

10 days from £2,145 
When to go: Nov-Apr

On Chole Bay’s vibrant reefs, the 
diving highlight is undoubtedly the 
annual whale shark aggregation 
when small males can be seen 
feeding on surface plankton, and 
seas are calmer. Spend your 
week at Mafia Island Lodge, a 
small resort with a relaxed 
atmosphere that sits amidst palm 
trees on a beachfront location, in 
the heart of a marine park. Other 
highlights include vibrant walls 
and reefs, and turtles. 

11 days from £2,035
When to go: Nov-Mar

If you like your marine life big, 
then this three centre dive safari 
comes highly recommended. 
Snorkel with the gentle giants 
at Donsol, an experience of 
a lifetime for most. Continue 
your adventure with manta 
encounters at Ticao Island and 
dive amongst thresher sharks at 
Monad Shoal, Malapascua. In 
between dives, enjoy the leisurely 
pace and privacy extended to 
you at each resort.

14 days from £2,165 
When to go: Nov-May

South Ari Atoll is renowned for its 
big marine life and the protected 
area of Maamigili is the most 
famous. Encounters with whale 
sharks are a regular occurrence 
at this well-known site. The Sun 
Island Resort & Spa has 60+ 
sites to choose from including 
a house reef. Divers can also 
expect squadrons of eagle rays, 
big schools of large pelagic 
species, green turtles, grey reef 
sharks, grouper and manta rays. 

10 days from £2,475
When to go: May-Oct

One of the world’s remotest 
islands, St Helena is also one 
of the most extraordinary, and 
a trip here provides a unique 
diving opportunity. The dive 
sites include wrecks, seamounts 
and caverns, but it’s the annual 
aggregation of whale sharks  
here between December 
and March that has attracted 
the attention of divers and 
snorkellers from all corners of 
the globe!

10 days from £3,095 
When to go: Jan-Mar

BIG in the Maldives

Untouched St Helena

Dive Mafia Island, 
Tanzania

Big Fish Tour,  
Philippines

Galápagos Liveaboard, 
Ecuador

Discover Christmas 
Island, Australia

To discover our full range of whale shark holidays, visit our website or contact our expert Dive team.

Contact our Dive team to plan your next diving adventure6
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Enjoy diving, whale watching, hiking and the option of a five-night liveaboard 
on the southern tip of Mexico’s Baja Peninsula.

Los Cabos
Mexico’s best-kept secret

Located at the southern tip of 
Mexico’s Baja Peninsula, the region 
of Los Cabos is well established for 

holidaymakers. It’s also the gateway to 
Socorro, a bucket-list destination for most 
divers. Now, with more exciting diving 
opportunities available, there’s even more 
reason for visitors to extend their stay.

World-class resorts line the coast between 
the main towns of San José del Cabo and 
Cabo San Lucas. They have a dramatic 
desert backdrop and are close to where 
the Pacific Ocean meets the Sea of 
Cortez. They offer a unique environment 
in one of the world’s most diverse tourist 
destinations.

There’s an activity for everyone here:  
diving, hiking, unique adventures, whale 
watching safaris and spa treatments. The 

highlight for divers is the Cabo Pulmo 
Marine Park. Here you can discover the 
El Vencedor, with its resident schools of 
yellow tail snapper and sardines. It’s a 
shallow wreck where grouper, rays and bull 
sharks are frequent visitors. Enjoy seasonal 
encounters with mobula rays at Los Morros 
where huge schools of bigeye trevally 
are the norm. Play amongst the sea lion 
colony at Lobera, and there’s every chance 
of a humpback whale encounter during 
your surface interval. It’s an incredible 
experience.

Suitable for divers of all abilities and 
non-diving partners, Los Cabos is a great 
location for everyone to enjoy. Combine 
topside activities with resort-based diving 
or get onboard the Nautilus Gallant Lady to 
get the most out of the key sites at Cabo 
Pulmo. If you’re short of time, there are 

daily humpback whale watching and shark 
encounter safaris on board the Mobula with 
the Pelagic Fleet. We think it might just be 
Mexico’s best-kept secret!

 Dive Cabo Pulmo 
 Humpback whale watching 
 Topside adventure

When to go: Oct-Apr
9 nights from £2,245  
(Liveaboard to Cabo Pulmo, Oct-Dec)

Discover Los Cabos

‘El Arco’ at Land’s End, Cabo San Lucas



Liveaboards are more popular than ever, and it’s easy to see why – they offer unique opportunities 
to divers including comfort, camaraderie and a chance to dive in the world’s most remote and 
spectacular destinations. Here we share a selection of our favourite iconic liveaboard adventures, along 
with exclusive departure dates for upcoming months …

Iconic Liveaboard Adventures

  Giant whale sharks

  Bucket list destination

  Plankton-rich water attracts huge 
variety of marine life

A bucket-list destination for all divers, the 
Galápagos Islands play host to unique and awe-
inspiring wildlife encounters both above and below 
the water. Liveaboards head to the remote Wolf & 
Darwin Islands for schooling hammerheads, manta 
rays, turtles and huge whale sharks which visit 
these waters between June to November each year. 

Liveaboard: Humboldt Explorer & Galápagos 
Aggressor III
Dates: 20 May, 25 Jul, 26 Sep & 3 Oct 2019
10 days from £5,325

 Prime humpback whale season

 Extended ten-night safaris

 Book early (limited availability) 

A diving mecca to rival any big fish dive 
destination, Mexico’s Socorro Islands are 
acclaimed for majestic manta ray sightings, 
schooling fish and pelagics, and up to seven 
species of shark, including silvertips, Galápagos, 
tiger and whale sharks, plus dolphins and calving 
humpback whales (in season). Call us to find out 
about our extended ten-night adventures which 
allow you to catch even more of the action! 

Liveaboard: Nautilus Fleet
Dates: 24 Feb, 26 Mar, 7 Apr & 19 Jun 2019
13 days from £3,795

  Unique itinerary

  Epicentre of Coral Triangle

  Traditional ‘phinisi’ liveaboard 

Raja Ampat lies in remote eastern Indonesia within 
the Coral Triangle. One of the most sought-after 
liveaboard adventures in the world, the marine life 
in this region is considered the most biologically 
diverse on Earth. From manta rays to pristine coral 
reefs, vast schools of pelagic fish to ‘walking’ 
sharks and whale encounters, Raja Ampat is sure 
to impress and, for many, a liveaboard diving 
adventure is the best way to enjoy it! 

Liveaboard: Pindito
Date: 14 Oct 2019
15 days from £5,765

Galápagos Islands

Socorro

Raja Ampat

Holiday prices are based on two persons sharing, including flights from the UK, liveaboard, meals, transfers and 
diving. Prices correct at time of print (October 2018). Dates specified are based on liveaboard departures.

Contact our Dive team to plan your next diving adventure8



We are proud to be a founding member of the Global Dive Alliance. Bringing together six 
of the most reputable specialist dive tour operators from across Europe & the UK, the  
Global Dive Alliance offers you exclusive access to the world’s finest liveaboard adventures. 

The trips include bucket-list destinations at exceptional value for money, plus seasonal encounters with large pelagics as 
well as unique and extended itineraries. Our full collection can be found on our website.

  New Moon spawning special

  Bumphead parrotfish aggregations

  Reefs, sharks & wrecks: it’s got it all!

Dive Palau by liveaboard to appreciate this island 
gem in the western Pacific. The world’s first shark 
sanctuary, Palau dazzles with its clear waters, 
healthy reefs, impressive wrecks and superb shark 
encounters. Palau’s waters have some of the world’s 
most impressive marine life, including Napoleon 
wrasse and barracuda; the highlight of these 
spawning trips is the aggregation of bumphead 
parrotfish and their spectacular mating dance.

Liveaboard: Rock Islands Aggressor
Dates: 17 Mar & 14 Apr 2019
14 days from £4,295

  Walls of hammerhead sharks

  Pelagic action like nowhere else

  Best for experienced divers

This remote Pacific outpost, 500 kilometres off 
the coast of Costa Rica, is a magnet for sharks 
and shark lovers alike. Renowned for its great 
walls of hammerhead sharks, divers may also 
encounter silky, silvertip, Galápagos and white-tip 
sharks. Eagle and manta rays are also frequent 
visitors, along with occasional whale sharks. 
Recommended for experienced divers, it’s a must-
visit destination.

Liveaboard: Argo Liveaboard
Dates: 13 Aug & 8 Sep 2019
13 days from £6,245

  Exceptional value for money

  Pelagic encounters

  Spectacular night dives

The quintessential liveaboard diving destination, the 
Maldives archipelago harbours prolific marine life 
and offers superb conditions for diving. Explore the 
beautiful islands and atolls on our Best of Maldives 
trip, and expect encounters with manta rays, whale 
sharks, hammerhead sharks and eagle rays as well 
as colourful soft corals, a host of critters, great macro 
life and a spectacular night dive.  

Liveaboard: Emperor Leo
Dates: 30 Mar, 13 Apr, 20 Apr, 11 May, 15 Jun  
& 20 Jul 2019
9 days from £1,975

Palau

Cocos Island

Maldives

For our full collection of liveaboard adventures please view the website. Group deals and full charter rates  
are available for dive clubs and groups.
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Diving with Deptherapy
Truk Lagoon

We were delighted to be able to arrange a trip 
to Truk for the charity Deptherapy, which runs 
specially adapted scuba diving programmes for 
seriously injured serving personnel and veterans of 
the British Armed Forces. Leader Michael Hawley 
describes their trip of a lifetime.

Perhaps once in a lifetime, if you are 
fortunate enough, an adventure will 
come along that changes your life, 

leaving you with new and unforgettable 
memories. Deptherapy organised such 
an adventure and, in August 2018, I was 
part of a group of 22 people, 14 of whom 
were physically and/or mentally challenged 
veterans, who made the long journey half 
way across the world to Truk Lagoon in 
Micronesia, with the intention of making the 
impossible, possible.

The tiny tropical island of Truk is quite 
possibly the most idyllic place you could 
imagine. At the Blue Lagoon Dive Resort 
we were greeted by hotel staff who handed 
us a freshly opened coconut to drink – 
the elixir of island life. Throughout our 
stay, everyone was incredibly welcoming, 
making it feel like a home from home; 
nothing was too much trouble. It felt like our 
own personal piece of paradise! Although 
basic, the rooms are equipped with all the 

amenities you would expect, as well as 
your own balcony.

In 1944, Operation Hailstone led to the 
sinking of the Japanese fleet at anchor, 
creating what is now Truk’s formidable 
dive site. The dive centre staff had a 
tremendous understanding of all the 
local shipwrecks and the best places to 
descend; in addition, all of the major wreck 
sites were just a short, pleasurable boat 
ride away. Given that so many of us were 
disabled, with various levels of illness and 
some amputees amongst the group, the 
staff’s patience and kindness throughout 
the trip was second-to-none.

The wreck of the Shinkoku Maru was a 
particular highlight. It was covered with 
beautiful corals and schools of fish along 
with a sleeping shark beside the shipwreck. 
Some of the Deptherapy programme 
members mapped this wreck to raise 
awareness about the health of the coral 

and to create a datum reference for future 
coral mapping.

The whole wreck dive experience in Truk 
Lagoon would be impossible to beat. It’s 
hard to believe that there is a whole history 
that exists beneath the surface of the water 
there that many will never even hear of, let 
alone be lucky enough to experience first-
hand, as we did!

Deptherapy is one of our charitable 
partners. To learn more about its herculean 
efforts and the charity as a whole, please 
visit www.deptherapy.co.uk

Spend a week at Truk  Lagoon, considered the 
best wreck diving destination in the world. Staying 
at a resort, two boat dives a day will take you 
to explore the underwater museum of an entire 
Japanese fleet. This itinerary easily combines with 
diving in Palau, Yap or the Philippines.

12 days from £2,795

Truk – Wreck Extravaganza

deptherapy

Deptherapy divers, Truk Lagoon



Papua New Guinea
An experience of a lifetime!

On a recent trip to PNG, Travel Consultant Lewis Copper 
visited New Britain and New Ireland – islands off the 
country’s east coast – and was amazed at the richness 
 of these remote and pristine  
marine environments.

Being able to describe a location as 
genuinely ‘untouched’ is becoming 
increasingly rare, but PNG certainly 

lived up to this description! Our first stay was 
at Walindi Plantation Resort in Kimbe Bay, a 
beachfront resort on the island of New Britain, 
backed by lush rainforest. The dive sites here 
are vast. Seamounts teem with big fish, from 
hundreds of barracuda, dogtooth tuna and 
bigeye trevally, to the occasional reef shark. 
Bradford Shoals was incredibly impressive, 
dropping to almost 1,500 metres around its 
walls – an easily diveable 20 metres. Coral 
reefs are devoid of bleaching and break the 
surface; on one reef we found an anemone 
fish that is endemic to that specific site. And 
the chance to dive a downed Zero fighter 
was something I just couldn’t pass up – its 
wings rested gently on the silt, perfectly 
intact. On land, I swam in hot springs, went 
birding and walked around the wrecks of two 
planes in the jungle. But the most spectacular 
excursion was at night – our jeep stopped in 
the middle of a nearby plantation and the tree 
closest to us lit up with thousands of fireflies 
flashing in unison. Magic!

A short flight took us to New Ireland. Our 
destination, Lissenung Island Resort, was in 
an idyllic setting with a white-sand beach, 
surrounded by coconut trees and palms. 
Wading onto the house reef at night meant 
that we could see bioluminescence along the 
shoreline. Albatross Passage is the signature 
dive site here, just a boat ride away. Tuna, 
barracuda, jacks and reef sharks lurked just 
out of sight. On the wall itself I couldn’t spin 
myself round quickly enough to appreciate 
how many shoals of fish surrounded me. 
When we weren’t under the water, we 
could visit the local school and chat with 
the children who were being taught how to 
conserve their marine environment.

Visiting Papua New Guinea left lasting 
memories that will be hard to beat. If you’re 
looking for ‘untouched’ – pristine reefs, 
unspoiled white-sand beaches and superb 
diving – it offers the experience of a lifetime. I 
can’t recommend it highly enough!

Discover the colourful corals of Kimbe Bay 
and the pelagic fish of New Ireland, both 
boasting a huge biodiversity of marine life.

17 days from £4,995
Apr-Jun & Sep-Dec

Dive and Discover PNG
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Spring March to May

Choose from five exceptional diving locations 
in the Visayas region of the Philippines. Enjoy 
stress-free diving adventures on some of the 
best sites in the region as you hop between 
islands exploring everything from macro life 
to pelagics, and coral reefs to immense walls 
covered in soft and hard corals. 

17 days from £2,345

A visit to Roatán, the largest of Honduras’ 
Bay Islands, offers plenty of variety for divers 
and snorkellers alike, from hard-core wrecks 
and deep fissures, to peaceful eel gardens, 
and shallow terraces with countless macro 
photo opportunities. Stay at a family-run 
resort in relaxing surroundings.

10 days from £1,795

Liveaboard itineraries focus on the Lighthouse 
and Turneffe atolls. Dive the world-famous 
Blue Hole which forms part of Lighthouse 
Reef; and enjoy wall diving, sea gardens, 
juvenile marine life in mangroves, and see 
eagle rays, turtles, large snapper, and jacks 
on Turneffe Atoll.

10 days from £3,295

Southern Tobago is full of life and offers diving 
to suit all abilities, from shallow sloping reefs 
to thrilling drift dives and wrecks. The area 
is also famous for its nesting leatherback, 
hawksbill and green turtles. A fantastic 
Caribbean experience on a beautiful island, 
and great value for money.

9 days from £1,195

Discover the extraordinary wildlife of the 
Galápagos Islands on this nine-night 
adventure, staying at comfortable lodges 
on Santa Cruz and Isabela. Dive highlights 
include rays and sharks, schools of colourful 
reef fish, barracuda and sea lions, while on 
land you can get up close to giant tortoises.

11 days from £4,275

Visit Jordan’s cultural and historic sites, 
including Petra, Jerash and Kerak, dive the 
uncrowded shores of Aqaba and explore the 
dramatic and beautiful desert landscapes of 
Wadi Rum on this varied itinerary. Highlights 
include the wreck of the Cedar Pride, deep 
wall dives and photographic opportunities.

10 days from £2,195

Island Hopping Dive Safari 

Visit Roatán

Belize Liveaboard

Visit Tobago

Galápagos Dive Adventure

Jordanian Highlights

Our expert Dive team has picked some of the best seasonal escapes to the world’s 
most sought-after dive destinations, all of which offer amazing marine life, stunning 
visibility, and diving for all levels.

Seasonal 
Underwater Escapes
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Summer June to August

This itinerary offers spectacular soft coral 
diving, dramatic drop-offs and manta ray 
encounters at the world’s fourth largest barrier 
reef – Great Astrolabe off Kadavu Island, Fiji 
– followed by some exhilarating shark dives 
(eight species including bull and tiger) at Beqa 
Lagoon. A true dive adventure!

15 days from £3,745

Experience Bali’s excellent diving and 
fascinating culture either as an add-on to your 
Indonesian liveaboard safari, or as a complete 
dive holiday which offers excellent value for 
money. Bali offers exceptional diving for all 
levels of ability, from enjoying house reefs and 
critters to exploring wrecks.

10 days from £1,395

Witness the ‘greatest shoal on Earth’ as 
millions of sardines migrate along South 
Africa’s eastern coastline in June and July. 
Get up close to a huge variety of marine life – 
dive and snorkel with thousands of dolphins, 
seals, sharks, game fish, whales, and even 
birds as they join the feast.

10 days from £2,545

Discover the best wrecks in the 
Mediterranean. Explore colourful reefs and 
magnificent underwater caves, and see 
morays, groupers and parrotfish, as well as 
enjoying all that this captivating island has to 
offer on land. An excellent short-haul diving 
trip suitable for divers of all abilities.

8 days from £745

Your dive adventure begins in Nosy Be where 
you will embark Oceane’s Dream for your 
five-night liveaboard which explores relatively 
untouched dive sites amongst Madagascar’s 
remote northern islands. The area is renowned 
for encounters with humpback whales and 
whale sharks, both seasonal visitors. 

16 days from £4,495

This dive adventure includes turtle encounters 
on the reef and a unique, breathtaking 
experience as you discover the crystal-clear 
water, caves and passages of the world-
famous Cenotes in Mexico. Add on a whale 
shark experience at Holbox during the 
summer months.

9 days from £1,475

Astrolabe Reef & Beqa Lagoon

A Visit to Bali

Sardine Run Adventure

Visit Malta

Dive & Discover Madagascar

Cenotes & Reefs

Up there as one of the best things I’ve ever 
done (PADI Open Water Diver). Excellent diving 
school and my guide, Ozzy Dave provided great 
instruction, enabling me to overcome any fears I had 
and successfully complete the course. Came home 
exhilarated and with a sense of achievement.

Nina S, Malta

Seasonal Escapes
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Enjoy diving off French Polynesia’s two largest 
atolls. Combine impressive drift diving in the 
crystal clear waters of Rangiroa’s lagoon, 
‘passes’ including rays, turtles and sharks 
(plus seasonal great hammerheads), with 
thrilling drift dives, prolific marine life and 
numerous shark species at Fakarava.

17 days from £4,650

This twin-centre ‘drive and dive’ holiday is 
the perfect getaway for divers who want to 
spend most of their time underwater, whilst 
enjoying a unique Caribbean experience on 
two very different islands. Bonaire’s protected 
waters offer 80+ dive sites while Curaçao has 
colourful reefs and accessible wrecks.

15 days from £2,395

Northern Mozambique is one of the world’s 
last wildernesses and a great choice for those 
seeking remote luxury. The islands are home 
to the richest coral reefs in East Africa, with 
huge game fish, turtles and cetaceans. Dive 
experiences suitable for all skill levels, from 
drop-offs to sheltered reefs.

10 days from £2,975

Lanzarote is blessed with year-round sunshine 
and a subtropical climate, and offers a diving 
experience for all skill levels. Swim through 
volcanic lava reefs – many with small caverns 
and ledges – and explore clear waters, home 
to an impressive marine life including angel 
sharks, rays and turtles.

8 days from £1,195

Dive the beautiful pristine reefs and wrecks 
of the Solomon Islands by liveaboard for 
an extraordinary Pacific adventure. The 
biodiversity of marine life is amazing throughout 
this remote tropical archipelago, from corals 
and critters, to mantas, jacks and schooling 
barracuda.

12 days from £4,995

Immense diving experiences are to be had 
in the Maratua Atoll off eastern Kalimantan, 
Indonesia. The underwater world here boasts 
colourful reefs, critters, huge schools of 
barracuda, sharks, turtles, manta rays and a 
lake of non-stinging jellyfish. Extend your stay 
and visit the orangutans at Samboja Lodge. 

15 days from £2,675

Rangiroa & Fakarava

Visit Bonaire & Curaçao

Northern Islands

Lanzarote Dive Experience

Solomon Islands Liveaboard

Dive Kalimantan

The holiday more than lived up to our 
expectations. We made several changes during the 
planning and Phil worked hard to put the package 

together for us … he and his team showed great 
expertise in delivering what we wanted.

Betty B, Dive Kalimantan, 
Indonesia

Seasonal Escapes

Autumn September to November
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Diving in Indonesia is a rewarding experience, 
especially when combining two locations 
famed for their incredible biodiversity – discover 
abundant critters in some of the best sites 
in Ambon Bay, and gaze at sharks, majestic 
manta rays and fish galore in Raja Ampat, 
located within the famous Coral Triangle.

15 days from £3,375

Christmas Island offers a unique diving 
experience, with shallow waters, fringing reef 
and spectacular wall diving. Expect excellent 
visibility and a vast range of marine life from 
critters to manta rays. Whale sharks visit the 
area between November and April, and there 
is also plenty to discover topside.

10 days from £2,145

Escape the crowds to Gaafu Alifu Atoll in 
the southern Maldives for an exceptional 
liveaboard experience that promises drift 
dives, channel dives, unspoiled corals, 
superb visibility and some of the best shark 
encounters in the Maldives, including grey 
reef, hammerhead and silky.

10 days from £2,995

This itinerary allows you to explore the most 
famous dive sites of Thailand, both from 
the convenience of a liveaboard in the Surin 
and Similan Islands, and the comfort of a 
dive resort where you can relax in tropical 
surroundings. Enjoy up to 22 dives while 
onboard, then relax on Phuket’s beaches.

13 days from £2,045

Explore the world’s best wreck destination by 
luxury liveaboard and enjoy incredible corals in 
a kaleidoscope of colours. Schooling tropical 
fish smother the ships. Nowhere else in the 
world are there so many shallow wrecks in 
close proximity, and this unique area is also 
home to sharks and eagle rays.

15 days from £4,895

Diving experiences in the Riviera Maya, on 
Mexico’s Yucatán Peninsula, include colourful 
reefs, close encounters with turtles, rays 
and sharks, and freshwater Cenotes. Visit 
in season for an adrenaline-fuelled dive with 
aggregating bull sharks. Glorious beaches 
and Mayan ruins add topside interest.

9 days from £2,195

Critters & Kings

Discover Christmas Island

Southern Maldives Liveaboard

West Coast Explorer

Truk Wrecks Liveaboard

Bull Shark Adventure

One of my best holiday 
experiences ever! Will do 
this again in five or ten 
years. Great friendly staff. 
Fantastic food!

Kerry M, Sardine Run, 
South Africa

Seasonal Escapes

Winter December to February



No Buddy? No Problem!
Holidays for single divers

Recommended Dive Resorts
Good news! Big single room supplements are not an inevitable part of booking a resort-based holiday 
for the single diver. Below are our top suggestions for friendly dive resorts that keep single supplements 
to a minimum, or allow you to share and save pennies.

Venture to the remote Pacific island of Yap, 
dive with manta rays and share with  
another to save money! The island is also 
known for varied, colourful reefs and great 
opportunities for photography, while its 
distinctive culture will provide plenty of interest 
between dives.

15 days from £5,450
No single supplement if willing to share

For those in the know, Alor is in every way 
a match for Indonesia’s most iconic diving 
regions, with dazzling biodiversity and 
creatures large and small. Early birds catch the 
worm here, with single supplements waived for 
the first two singles booked in any given period.

14 days from £3,395
No single supplement for the first two 
singles booked

A real favourite with our clients, this relaxed 
resort on little Mafia Island offers access to 
Africa’s best marine park, all kinds of  
critters, and its seasonal aggregations of 
whale sharks. Stay and dive for at least  
five nights and single supplements are 
waived.

11 days from £2,035
No single supplement

A perennial favourite, this superb dive lodge 
gives access to the dive sites of the Aliwal 
Shoal. Expect adrenaline-fuelled diving and 
plentiful shark sightings. Single supplements 
are nominal and, if the resort can find 
someone to share with you, they’ll waive them 
completely.

9 days from £1,645
Single supplement from £100

One of only a handful of resorts on the Baa 
Atoll, Reethi Beach Resort is an informal 
Maldivian resort with great diving. Thirty local 
dive sites offer up superb diving, with the 
chance of a whale shark encounter, and there’s 
a fabulous house reef. Single supplements are 
nominal at certain times of the year.

9 days from £2,295
Single supplement £100

Kalimaya Dive Resort overlooks the western 
side of Komodo National Park and is the only 
dive resort in this region. It has an excellent 
house reef, and plenty of interesting dive sites 
within easy reach. Operating like a liveaboard, 
there are no single supplements for single 
guests willing to share. 

12 days from £2,875
No single supplement if willing to share

Manta Ray Bay Hotel,  
Yap

Alami Alor Dive Resort, 
Indonesia

Mafia Island Dive Resort, 
Tanzania

ScubaAddicts Dive Lodge, 
South Africa

Reethi Beach Resort,  
Maldives

Kalimaya Dive Resort, 
Indonesia

We’re planning a special 12-day group holiday in 2019 to Indonesia for single divers.  
To register your interest and for further information contact our friendly Dive team.

Contact our Dive team to plan your next diving adventure16



Do you find yourself surrounded by people who don’t feel the same pull of the ocean? Or maybe you 
simply have a window of opportunity to get that next diving fix and nobody can join you? As a single 
diver, you need not worry about missing out on all the fun, or paying twice the price! Here, we share 
our top tips for going it alone on a dive trip …

Join a Liveaboard
Liveaboards are a superb option for single divers. We offer over 80 liveaboards worldwide, and almost 
all of them allow you to avoid single supplements by sharing a cabin with another diver. For those in 
need of extra privacy, here are our top tips.

One of the most recent additions to our 
portfolio, this spacious liveaboard journeys 
through the Indonesian archipelago 
throughout the year. Wrecks, deep water 
trenches, steep walls and the world’s richest 
marine biodiversity await as you explore within 
the Coral Triangle.

11 days from £2,545
Single supplement from £285

Be one of the first to explore the spectacular 
diversity off Halmahera Island including 
pygmy seahorses, Napoleon wrasse, reef 
sharks and mobula rays, on this spacious and 
comfortable liveaboard. Get in quick to secure 
the single cabin and keep supplements to a 
minimum. 

11 days from £2,375
Single supplement from £180

Indulge yourself with an adventure to the 
remote outer islands of Papua New Guinea, 
and benefit from a single cabin without the 
usual hefty supplement. Up to five dives are 
offered daily, all led by some of the most 
experienced guides in PNG, and dive sites 
vary by season.

14 days from £5,245
Single supplement from £425

Offering a perfect introduction to liveaboard 
diving, this fun-filled three-day liveaboard 
takes you around Thailand’s best dive spots in 
search of manta rays, whale sharks and more. 
Part of our Phuket & Khao Lak Diving trip 
idea, combine this with a twin centre resort 
stay on the Andaman coast.

3 days from £480 (boat only)
Single supplement from £100

These two liveaboards split their time 
between the big fish dive sites of Socorro 
and Guadalupe in the eastern Pacific. Expect 
fabulous shark and manta ray encounters, 
plus supplements that won’t break the bank.

Socorro – 12 days from £3,495
Single supplement £665
Guadalupe – 9 days from £3,745
Single supplement from £730

Make up to five dives a day amongst schooling 
fish and colourful corals, as you experience the 
world’s best wreck diving from this exceptional 
liveaboard operating year-round in Truk 
Lagoon, Micronesia. Two single cabins are 
available to book at no single supplement.

15 days from £5,195
Two cabins available with no single 
supplement

MV Blue Manta Explorer, 
Indonesia

Maluku Explorer,  
Indonesia

Febrina,  
Papua New Guinea

Genesis I,  
Thailand

Nautilus Explorer & Belle Amie, 
Mexico

MV Odyssey,  
Truk Lagoon

If you have a non-diving partner or friend we also offer a range of diving and adventure holidays which combine 
great diving with topside adventures. Contact us to find out more.

NEW
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We drop straight to 48 metres and find the prop and 
rudder in the sand. We saunter over to the main wreck and 
squeeze into an area seldom visited. It is very dark but we 
see daylight. A cargo of medicine bottles, ammunition and 
gas masks await, but I prefer the cases of intact Japanese 
fruit stones. It humanises war. We multi-level up the mast, 
which is bursting in colour. We end the dive. My client is 
welling up as the sun sets on our Truk Odyssey.

Truk – Wreck Extravaganza
12 days from £2,795

It’s the first two days of July 2018 and my 
logbook entries include Manta Point and 
Buyuk along with comments ‘awesome’ 
and ‘mola mola’. I was diving around Nusa 
Lembongan and Penida and it was, well, 
utterly fantastic! Whilst other diving groups 
came and went, the mantas seemed to prefer 
ours – they put on a magnificent display 
around the cleaning station for over an hour. 
Arriving from all angles, the highlights for 
me were the fly-by when one swam above 
my head, just out of reach, and an all-black 
manta which followed us to our safety stop, 
gracefully swimming by and looping back 
until, reluctantly, we had to get back on the 
boat. Lady luck indeed!

BIG in Bali
11 days from £1,345

Often referred to as the Galápagos of Mexico, my 
most memorable moment underwater was in the 
remote island of Socorro. Famed for incredibly close 
encounters with the world’s largest oceanic mantas, 
I’ll never forget the first time we met eye-to-eye (quite 
literally), completely of the animals’ own accord. They 
seem to genuinely enjoy interacting with the humans 
that make the effort to visit this special place. Later that 
day, I also encountered my first tiger shark, and the 
week was wrapped up with a school of hammerheads!

Socorro Liveaboard
12 days from £3,495

As you would expect, all of us at Dive Worldwide 
are mad about diving and in this article we share 
some of our favourite memorable dive moments.

Our team, clockwise from top left: Lewis Copper, 
Phil North, Charlie Munns, Mat Howell, Sarah 
Wight, Cathy Bates & Emily Chappell.

Our Memorable Dive Moments

Diving the Sankisan Maru, Truk Lagoon
Charlie Munns

Diving with Mantas, Indonesia
Sarah Wight

Socorro’s Mantas
Mat Howell
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My highlight is diving with the Manta Queen herself, 
Dr Andrea Marshall, in both the Red Sea and 
Mozambique. Andrea named a reef manta after me, 
after it gave me a high five in Tofo, Mozambique. I 
assisted her in taking tissue samples, conducting 
satellite tagging and log IDs from individual belly 
‘fingerprints’ which we then added to her Citizen 
Science database. I continue to do this whenever I 
see mantas across the world! 

Inhambane Discovery
10 days from £2,345

Manta Queen, Mozambique
Cathy Bates

On a trip to the Bahamas we dived a blue hole 
on Andros. It was a surreal experience as we 
ventured deeper into the darkness. Reaching 
our maximum depth, I turned to see the other 
divers silhouetted against beautiful turquoise 
water. Fish swam in and out of cracks in the 
rocks and our bubbles floated toward the 
surface, making light ripples off the tops of 
overhangs. It was perfectly silent and I have 
never felt more relaxed beneath the waves.

Bahamas Liveaboard
9 days from £1,775

It was 10:30pm as we prepared our gear on the 
roadside in a quaint fishing village. Torches in one 
hand, collection nets in the other, we entered the 
water. Descending a couple of metres, we were 
greeted with an explosion of life: coral colonies 
releasing egg-sperm bundles. Tarpons circled 
above, gulping at the free high-protein meal, whilst 
we battled the surge to collect our samples. This 
was coral spawning!

Visit Curaçao
9 days from £1,475

My wife and I were on a break to Bali. We’d had a 
tip-off about a pygmy seahorse, so we set off to try 
to find it ourselves, without the help of a guide. Four 
dives later, we finally found our treasure, a beautiful 
yellow Denise’s pygmy seahorse. In addition to the 
excitement of finding such a tiny critter, I also got 
lucky with the camera, snapping one of my best ever 
photos. That photo is on our wall at home, providing 
a constant reminder of a special dive.

Discover Bali 
16 days from £2,095

Blue Hole Diving, Bahamas
Lewis Copper

Coral Spawning, Curaçao
Emily Chappell

Critter Hunting, Bali 
Phil North
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Long Barn South, Sutton Manor Farm, Bishop’s Sutton, 
Alresford, Hampshire, SO24 0AA, United Kingdom

Over 190 locations worldwide, hand-picked for the 
best diving and snorkelling experiences.

	Finest dive locations
	Superb selection of resorts & liveaboards 
	Tailor-made specialists
	Highly experienced & knowledgeable team
	Personalised service 
	100% independent
	100% financial protection

We create outstanding

Diving Holidays
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Dive Worldwide is part of The Natural Travel 
Collection Ltd, a small independent and privately 

owned travel company that places a special 
emphasis on sustainable tailor-made holidays.

Our Conservation Partners

Dive in PNG’s pristine waters which are home to half the coral species in the world! Diving highlights include exceptional drift dives with 
sharks, rays and swirling schools of pelagic species, fascinating wreck dives and barrel sponges larger than some divers.

Dive and Discover PNG, 17 days from £4,995.  (Price includes flights from the UK, accommodation, meals, diving and transfers.)

Papua New Guinea 
Vibrant coral reefs, wrecks &  
amazing marine diversity


